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TYPES OF LIGHTING

Table Lamps

Floor Lamps

Pedants

Chandeliers

Mounted Lighting

Potlights

Spotlights

Pin Lights

“The system of pipes, tanks ,fittings and other apparatus required 
for water supply, heating and sanitation in a building”
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LIGHTING SUPPLERS AND CUSTOM MANUFACTURERS

CUSTOM

Regardless of specified or custom, lighting needs to comply with the necessary codes 
and be coordinated in our to ensure proper function and installation

SPECIFIED

LIBRI IS BEST PLACE TO SOURCE OUR 
PREFERRED LIGHTING VENDORS
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WHAT ARE MY NEEDS? 

-What kind of project am I working on? 

(Home, Restaurant, Condo,Hotel, Restaurant, Outdoor)-this are the factors in understanding 

what type of lighting is required for the project

-What is my budget?  

Budget parameters will be outlined by your project lead from client discussion

-What is my lead time?

When the goods needed for your project? Project Leads will have this accounted for in schedule

-What kind of codes are in place?

Project Managers/Leads to discuss with client and AOR mechanical perameters and blocking (if 

any) to ensure we are complying with necessary specification requirements

-Know your hero pieces!

Central Chandelier, jewel like pendant? Beyond function, what are we accentuating through 

lighting

HOW TO CHOOSE LIGHTING FIXTURES?

LA-Lamping
LT-Hardwired Lighting

FFE-LT-Hardwired Lighting FFE 
Scope
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UNDERSTANDING LAMPING AND DIMMING
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UNDERSTANDING LAMPING AND DIMMING

-As a Studio standard, all floor lamps, table lamps and any hardwired lighting is required to be dimmable

-Watt(brightness) and Lumens(egergy) to be noted in Bulb Type and designer to specifying is if bulb is inlcuded or not in specfication to ensure client purchases on
their end

 Kelvin- is a measurement used to describe the color temperature of a light source. Higher Kelvin temperatures (3600–5500 K) are what we consider cool and 
lower color temperatures (2700–3000 K) are considered warm. Studio Munge prefers all lighting levels to be @ 2700K to enhance the over ambiance in our 
projects
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UNDERSTANDING MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

-Why do we need to add mounting instructions?-This ensures that our lights are being installed at the right height from surface and distance from eachother

-Mounting Heights depend on project required, as ceiling and table heights can vary

-AFF=”above finish floor,” this is measure from bottom of light

-Mounting heights be be included in the mounting heigh column in specification

-Depending on light, the hanging rod may need to be a custom size to to attain our light height, designer to specifying rod length for procurement to purchase correct 
size light

-Weight to be specified in order for contractor to ensure proper blocking is required-blocking is in contractor scope and specified in our SM standard instruction 
package

Sconces

ADA requirement for sconces note that they cannot protrude 4” from the wall when they are mounted below 80”AFF. 

*The above images are note standards, just an example of different mounting heights and spaces
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UNDERSTANDING LISTING

All listing to be noted in our specification packages, listing is required for all contract and residential projects 

CANADA

cUL Listing-The cUL mark applies to products intended for the Canadian market that have been tested and found to comply with the requirements of CAN/CSA 
22.1-12, which is the Canadian Electrical Code issued by the Canadian Standards Association. For wet area, to be noted as “damp location rated”

USA

UL Listing-The Underwriters Laboratories UL mark applies to products that have been designed and approved for the US market and have received specific 
Underwriters Laboratories certification that they comply with the respective US standards. For wet area, to be noted as “damp location rated”

NORTH AMERICA

ETL Listing-The ETL Mark is proof of product compliance to North American safety standards. Authorities Having Jurisdiction(AHJs) and code officials across the 
US and Canada accept the ETL Listed Mark as proof of product compliance to published industry standards. For wet area, to be noted as “damp location rated”
*AOR to confirm that ETL accepted for hardwired lights, we have had troubles with projects in Florida where the inspectors only confirm UL, AOR/lighting 

consultant

3rd PARTY LISTING

A light should be rated listed for one of the 3 listing aboves, if a vendor notes 3rd party listing is necessary, listing should happen prior to site installation.  It is a 
gamble to note “3rd party listing required” on a specification as it might not be possible when going to site 

Most lighting vendors will list PRIOR to shipping, however confirmation is need to ensure this happens

nadia
Callout
Mehari Hot Tip: Ensure if you are specifying for a pool area to inquire with pool consoltant regarding NATATORIUM standards 
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INTEPERETTING SPECIFICATION

nadia
Callout
Listing

nadia
Callout
Noted as "non-dimmable" further discussion with vendor to see if dimmable to add into our projectNeed to be dimmable to interact with lighting controls and change in ambiance(night vs day)

nadia
Callout
"Please inquire" cannot specify until listing is confirmed by vendor in writing

nadia
Callout
Noted as hardwired

nadia
Rectangle

nadia
Rectangle
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INTEPERETTING SPECIFICATION

nadia
Text Box
Example of specification from manufacturer vs from vendor-information updated to match listing requirements as Lightform does in house listing 

nadia
Rectangle

nadia
Line
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DESIGNER SCOPE VS LIGHTING CONSULTANT

As designers, it is our job to specify decorative lighting to add to the over aesthetic to our spaces, we ensure our specification meet project and internal standards 
and pass on this information to the lighting consultant to tackle “the bigger picture”. This means we are note responsible for the architectural lighting aspect of design

-This is why we integrate our hardwire lighting specifications into our architectural packages to the  best of our ability

A lighting consultants works in conjunction with us as designers as well as the AOR to ensure the following:

 -Coordinates with the integrated architectural details, ensures light details( eg cove lighting) is properly calculated

 -provide the light levels users needs (different ambiances for type of day, calculates the what lights need to be on and off to achieve this, integrates  technologies 

to support this eg. LUTRON system)

 -stream line overall lamping requirements

 -ensure efficency and regulate energy consumptions

 -ensure lighting adheres to local codes
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COLLABORATING WITH CUSTOM MANUFACTURERS

-As designers, if the Industrial Designers are not involved on your project, we can still successfully collaborate to develop custom lighting with our vendors

-What we need to provide:

-listing requirements and any site specific conditions

-Budget paremeters

-Design intent in the form of the following:

-INSPIRATION: images we like/any renderings we have developed during our schematic design process

-NDA document in order to protect our design and client
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SPECIFICATIONS-EXAMPLE 1

Cutsheets REQUIRED

nadia
Rectangle

nadia
Callout
Great note example in order to ensure Contractor/AOR/lighting consultant liability Purchase to verify bulbs per coordination with vendor

nadia
Stamp

nadia
Stamp

nadia
Stamp

nadia
Stamp
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SPECIFICATIONS-EXAMPLE 2 

CUTSHEET REQUIRED

nadia
Stamp

nadia
Stamp

nadia
Stamp

nadia
Rectangle
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SPECIFICATIONS-EXAMPLE 3

CUTSHEET REQUIRED

nadia
Rectangle

nadia
Rectangle

nadia
Stamp

nadia
Stamp
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTION ABOUT THOSE SPECIFICATIONS, 

PLEASE CONNECT WITH OUR RESOURCE SPECIALIST.

THANK YOU
太感谢了
GRACIAS
धन्यवाद

OBRIGADO
MERCI
اركش

Благодарность
ありがと 

DANKE
감사 해요

הדות
GRAZIE

   




